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Referee #2

(1) line 62: “influence of human activities were”, should be “influence of human activities was” Author’s response: revised. Author's changes in manuscript: revised in accordance with the comment.

(2) line 93: Fig.3 was cited in line 93, while Fig.2 was cited in line 124, the order of the two figures should be exchanged. Author’s response: revised. Author's changes in manuscript: revised in accordance with the comment.
(3) line 139: “2000-2005”, revised as “2000 to 2005” Author’s response: revised. Author’s changes in manuscript: revised in accordance with the comment

(4) line 195: “As shown in Fig.4”, should it be Fig.5? Author’s response: revised. Author’s changes in manuscript: revised in accordance with the comment

(5) line 196: a redundant spacing between fires and arose Author’s response: revised. Author’s changes in manuscript: revised in accordance with the comment

(6) line 214: “Fig.7” should be “Fig.6”, also line 216, Figure7 should be Figure 6 Author’s response: revised. Author’s changes in manuscript: revised in accordance with the comment

(7) Figure 8 and 9 should be Figure 7 and 8 Author’s response: revised. Author’s changes in manuscript: revised in accordance with the comment

(8) line 237, “were” revised to “was” Author’s response: revised. Author’s changes in manuscript: revised in accordance with the comment